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MONITOR
EVERYTHING
ANYWHERE

Restaurant Mango is software
made for all types of restaurants,
cafes, pubs, nightclubs and
bars. This all in one solution
allows owners or authorized
persons to have insight of all
information considering their

UPUTST-

business in real time on their
smartphone or using a web

browser (ex. Google Chrome,

Internet explorer, Mozilla Firefox,
etc.). On the other hand, it

decreases time necessary for

issuing law defined bills, tracking

clients through loyalty programs,
tracking employees, tracking

Time of getting information can be essential for most
of the business. Today’s technology and internet
accessibility allows end user to have 24/7 insight
to essential information. Restaurant Mango allows
authorized persons to see live management of its
business.
No matter if customer wants to see it from home using
web browser or smartphone app, Restaurant Mango
will provide detailed reports suited for any customer’s
needs any time anywhere.

stocks, tracking debts and
credits.

MANGO YOUR INTUITIVE
ASSISTANT
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Restaurant Mango structure

Restaurant Mango consists of following modules:
• Capp. Core application should be installed on
every POS computer and have all necessary
features for working on its own if database is
provided.
• Oapp. Ordering application (Oapp) allows waiters
to place orders through any Android device that
has Oapp installed.
• KDSapp. Kitchen display system is used to display
all orders that have to be made in specified
kitchen along with its recipes.
• WebMango. Web application for management is
web application that allows manager or any other
authorized user to access various reports.
• MobMango. Mobile application for management
is smartphone application that allows manager
or any other authorized user to access various
reports through registered devices for restaurant
monitoring.
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Capp is the core of this system. Capp can work
without any other subsystem of Restaurant Mango
and no other subsystem can work without Capp.
Capp has two parts front office and back office.

Restaurant Mango Inventory Report

Back office is used to set up environment for
working and inserting all codebooks.
Codebooks. In back office user is supposed to
insert list of all employees that are going to use
system, all groups, subgroups, items, all business
partners that it knows are of importance etc.
Inventory. In back office, all inventories are
inserted so based on inserted stock and sold
items manager or authorized person should know
desired inventory of a shop in any given time.
If for any reason real inventory does not match
the inventory in restaurant it is possible to see the
difference and to accept the inventory that is
taken form inventory checking.

Debts and Credits. Software is capable of tracking all
credit and debts of company. So, in that way, owner
of restaurant will know in any given time how much it
owes to others or how much others owe to it. There
is a report for all business partners that represents the
list of all payments and bills together with subtotal at
given period of time.
Front office is used mostly for issuing bills to customers.
At any given time, waiter or bartender is able to log in
to system and start making a bill for customer. In front
office, employee can calculate any discount that
is allowed or take a loyalty card from the customer
and connect specific bill to customer. Any bill can be
printed on variety of fiscal printers or on any thermal
printer. Front office also supports tracking of time that
employees spent on work. Time between check ins
and check outs.
When bill is printed, system automatically generates
kitchen tasks and bar tasks. As a consequence, if
there are thermal printers in both bar and kitchen,
bar will get only which drinks needs to be prepared
and kitchen will get list of meals that needs to be
prepared.
Restaurant Mango frontoffice
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Restaurant Mango KDSapp

Oapp. Much like in front office in Capp, Oapp
is used to take an order. In case of Oapp it is
not done on PC, it is done on Android device.
Ordering application is of great value for
restaurants that have more than 10 tables,
because waiter does not have to remember
order and go to cash point to type each order. In
Oapp waiter can chose a table for which the bill
is made, together with any additional information
ex. For coffee - whit extra milk or for steak - well
done.
Oapp works on any Android device with Android
KitKat version or newer.
KDSapp is used similar as thermal printer for issuing
tasks for kitchen and bar. Just in this way the
person that is preparing order will be able to see
the list of all orders that it has to make, together
with all recipes on android device. That person
will also have to click on any item when it starts
to make it and when it finished in order to have
insight what it had started and what should be
made. Later manager will be able to see how
much time is needed to prepare any of items
in menu and to know if some employee spends
more time on making orders than others. In that
way it is easier to form the price based on the time
that is needed for preparation and involvement of
employees, also fast and dedicated employees
can be rewarded.
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MobMango Menu

MobMango. MMango is smartphone based
application that provides live reports for business
unity management. It also has some features
that are used for protecting employer from
employees’ abuse. It works on most Android and iOS
smartphones.
Mobile management application will provide user
with the following:
•

today’s sales, compared with sum of sales of
the same period of day for yesterday or any
other specified period,

•

advanced reports for sales for specified period
grouped by bills or item sold,

•

comparison of sales for the last week,

•

ability to send report to specified email,

•

ability to see status of each table, so authorized
person knows which tables are free and list of
occupied ones.
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WebMango Login page

WebMango. WMango is web application that is
mostly used to see all reports and follow trends
of the business that owns Restaurant Mango. It
has variety of reports that can improve decision
making process of management.
Web management application has all the futures
that mobile management application has plus
some extra futures.
•

List of debts and credits

•

Client information

•

List of employees currently working (based 		
on check ins and check outs)

•

Time tracking of employees

•

Work schedule for current or any other day/
week.

•

Graph representation of sales for specified 		
period

•

Month by month sale comparison

•

List of the most sold items, subgroup or 		
group for specified period or for all time
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